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Abstract  Background of this research was regarding the problem of the development of management in educational institutions in the aspect of learning management. Teacher creativity was an essential problem that often faced by many educational institutions. The problem of teacher creativity brought influence to the learning process, which could not be done effectively and efficiently because of lacking of competencies and skills, so that the teachers did not become creative and innovative. Many factors could increase teacher creativity, one of factors could increase was to implement the transformational leadership of the leaders in the school. The purpose of this study is to examine the impact on transformational leadership of school leaders perceived by school teachers to their creativity so that they can develop their creative behaviors to tasks, new ideas, innovations, and creations that could be potential to achieve the goals and values of the school organization well. This research used a causal survey method by using the path analysis technique. This study used the sample from 219 school teachers in 50 vocational high schools, which were selected using the Slovin formula. The result of the study reveals that there is a positive effect between the transformational leadership of the leaders and the creativity of the teachers in schools. The results of this research indicated there is a direct and positive influence of transformational leadership on creativity. Based on the conclusions, the results of this study can be used as recommendations to the leaders of educational institutions to serve as an effort to increase the creativity of teachers in their institutions.
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I. Introduction

The 21st century is the era of globalization or change that goes very fast in many sectors, including education at schools. To run a school as an organization, quality resources, one of which is creative teachers are strongly
required to enable innovations in the effective and efficient learning process to develop. Concerning this, four competencies that must be possessed by every teacher to deal with learning in this current era include pedagogical, personal, social, and professional competencies. Besides, according to the UNICEF, four competencies are needed to develop by school teachers in the modern time, namely valuing learner diversity, supporting all learners, working with others, and personal professional development [1].

First, pedagogical competencies refer to educational and teaching qualifications. Second, personality competencies are those related to teacher’s behavior, and this deals with the philosophy of life that makes teachers role models who have noble values to be emulated by students. Third, professional competences are the ability of a teacher to plan and implement the learning process, and the last, social competences are the ability of a teacher to adjust to the demands of work in certain surrounding environments in the community.

Besides, teachers of the current age are also required to be creative, in line with the demands of learning in the 21st century, namely communication, critical thinking & problem-solving, collaboration, and creativity & innovation, abbreviated as 4Cs [2]. Creativity is one of the abilities that should be possessed by someone to produce something new in the form of ideas or the work different from the previous one. In creativity, there exists originality, effectiveness, freedom, and flexibility of thinking [3]. Creativity can be possessed by anyone, and it can arise from the intelligence the person has [4]. Intelligence can increase creativity, and it is based on three basic individual components, namely skills that are appropriate to their expertise, skills that follow creativity, and task motivation [5].

Some measures can be done to increase creativity, one of which is by implementing transformational leadership. Leadership concerns with influencing and motivating organizational members to contribute to achieving organizational goals [6]–[8]. Therefore, to develop teacher creativity in the 21st century, transformational leadership can be applied. Transformational leaders are those who transform personal values to their members to support the vision and goals of the organization and create good relationships between leaders and members based on trust [9]. It enables leaders to encourage and motivate their members to make changes in organizations, and to focus on the future, to be daring to take risks, to make changes despite challenges [10]. Transformational leadership has important effects on both the individual and the organization. At the individual level, it is positively related to the creativity of its members [11].

The previous researches stated that transformational leadership of the leader affects creativity of the organization members, and it can motivate and develop the creativity of their members, so that they can contribute in the form of new suggestions, ideas and solutions with the aim to improve their organization [12]–[14]. The creativity will be increased along with the treatment of transformational leadership from the leader to their members. Members will have more confidence in their ability to be creative at work. From the explanation of the concepts and results of the previous researches the abovementioned can be concluded that transformational leadership can positively influence creativity [4], [15].

1.1. Objectives of the Study

The aim of this research is to obtain correct and reliable comprehension regarding transformational leadership towards teachers’ creativity. This study is conducted to know: the direct and positive influence of the transformational leadership on the school principals toward teachers’ creativity.

1.2. The Hypothesis of the Study

Based on the existing literature regarding this research, the hypothesis is H1: There is a positive and direct effect of the transformational leadership of school principals toward teachers’ creativity.

2. Theoretical Foundation

2.1. The Impact of Transformational Leadership on Creativity

Transformational leadership style in fostering creativity is mediated through the creativity of themselves within an organization [16]. In the education context, the principals' transformational leadership influences on the teachers’ creative behavior has an impact on the psychological safety climate [13], [17]. Transformational leadership leaders through the dimensions of intellectual stimulation increase the creativity of their followers and become skilled to solve problems [14], [18]. Furthermore, transformational leadership has a significant impact on employee creativity processes which shows that task with complexity and which can support for innovation moderate the relationship between transformational leadership and involvement of employee creativity processes [15].

Transformational leadership behavior can affect a variety of creativity. This is seen from the task of a leader basically to influence, to encourage or motivate their subordinates, including moving the creativity ability possessed by the members in the organization. This is consistent with the concept expressed that transformational leadership positively influences employee’ creativity, but leaders need to pay attention to factors that can reduce creativity [4]. A leader must provide opportunities for their members to participate in decision making, and to assure members that they can fully achieve the results. Being kind
of this leader can have a positive influence on the development of creativity [19].

3. Literature Review

3.1. Creativity

Creativity in organizations is the process of generating ideas, procedures, and new products that are beneficially carried out by individuals who work together in a unified system [20]. Besides, it is defined as a way of thinking about new ideas that are useful and have the potential to be able to contribute to individuals, groups, and organizations [21]. Other researchers state that it is a person’s ability to generate new ideas that are different from previous ones and have value to solve problems [4]. Creativity can also play a role in identifying, overcoming, and solving existing problems so that they can be used in decision making [22].

In a dynamic environment, creativity is highly required to overcome an uncertain condition. It can be said that creativity is a unique approach regarding different perspectives or thoughts in generating new ideas and solving existing problems [23], [24]. This is because creative people can think abstractly, develop imagination, synthesize issues, recognize patterns, and empathize with others. Other concepts of creativity can be interpreted as a person’s ability to be able to visualize, produce, and implement ideas on new concepts or associations between old ideas with new ideas to produce useful values [25]. It deals with a person’s ability to combine ideas in unique ways or associate extant ideas to become up-to-the-minute ideas [19]. The process of generating ideas with new approaches or associations with the result becomes a useful product later interpreted as innovation.

In addition, ideas generated from the creative process should meet three criteria. First, creative ideas must represent something different, new, or innovative. Second, they should have the expected quality or value. Third, ingenious ideas aim to solve the problems at hand. These three features are known as the elements of creative, good, and relevant ideas [26]. Besides, three other measures also become the quality of creativity. First, creating a combination of new ideas with the existing ones. The second is exploring new ideas with structured concepts, and the last is doing transformational actions leading to changes [27].

3.2. Transformational Leadership

Transformational leadership is a kind of chairmanship having a broad conceptual framework for individuals and groups in a more creative and interrelated way to realize the expected organizational goals [28], [29]. It inspires members to trust leaders so that they can contribute to the achievement of organizational goals to the fullest [21]. Besides, it refers to a set of abilities possessed by a leader to be able to create a vision, predict changes, and be able to guide members in bringing about changes effectively [22], [30]. It can also be interpreted as a leader who inspires and moves their members to prioritize the interests of the organization rather than their interests [23], [31]. In other words, such leaders can inspire members of the organization, see the future with a vision, and can develop others to become a leader [25], [32].

Based on the concept of transformational leadership discussed above, it emphasizes how a leader can exert influence on members so that their members can make a difference. A leader should be able to recognize future changes, create envisaged visions, and guide these changes in a better direction.

Transformational leadership can occur when leaders make three approaches [21]. First, they increase the awareness of members about the importance of the task at hand. Second, they make their members aware of the development of their competencies. Third, they motivate members to work for the good of the organization and not just personal interests [21]. In addition to these three approaches, McShane & Glinow suggest four components be built and provided as an understanding to members of the organization regarding the transformational leadership approach. These four aspects include developing a strategic vision, communicating the vision, modeling the vision, and building commitment to the vision [8].

In the practical application of transformational leadership, Bass divides the model of leadership into four dimensions, and this is supported by other experts. The four dimensions are the idealized influence, inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, and individualized consideration [10], [23], [25], [33]. First, the idealized influence means behavior reflected by leaders who show a charismatic personality shown by giving a model or role for ethical behavior, instilling pride, respect, and trust [34]. The same thing expressed by other experts about the ideal influence of idealized influence is charismatic leadership - leaders who have an exemplary and ethical behavior, manifest personal values, and build a positive image of the organization and their members [35], [36]. The same idea was expressed by other researchers suggesting that the idealized influence is explained in organizations in the context of creating knowledge. The term influence not just affects the ideals, but at the highest level of morality between leaders and members of the organization, and this is what is called charismatic leaders [37].

Thus, this emotional component is built between the leader and the members. It aims to realize organizational goals and focus more on mutual interests rather than self-interest. Furthermore, the idealized influence can be said as the ability of leaders in building members’ trust in their leaders, to form a basic understanding of members so that they can follow the orders in making changes to the organization. Without trust in leaders carried out by the
members, the goals of the organization will not be effectively achieved. This idealized influence, in other words, is a role model for members of the organization, by one's high moral behavior, sacrifice personal interests, personal values, and a strong belief in achieving organizational goals [38]–[41]. Besides, a leader who has an idealized influence is characterized by their performance in instilling norms, high ethics, building loyalty, devotion, and trust, [14], making role models and taking risks [34], acting as role models [33] for its members, and in the end, improving trust in their leaders. Based on these characteristics of the idealized influence of transformational leadership, it can be concluded that a transformational leader should set an example, instill positive values, and behave consistently.

The second dimension is inspirational motivation. The motivational factors are indispensable in organizations as deals with the performance of the organizational members. While there seems to be no guarantee that motivated people are those who perform well as their performance likely depends on their competencies, which are related to training and skills at work, permanent motivation becomes really vital to improve the organizational performance of these social units. Inspirational motivation refers to a leaders' effort in motivating, inspiring, giving confidence, and convincing the confidence of members to do more than expected [14], [42]. Such motivation is caused by an organization leader to its members to achieve organizational goals by setting the organizational vision, enthusiasm, optimism, and building self-confidence [38]. Similar studies seem to agree that motivational inspiration is defined as a leader who gives enthusiasm, builds enthusiasm and optimism, and builds shared commitment and shows positive things to achieve organizational goals [43], [44].

Furthermore, inspirational motivation arises from the influence of the use of effective communication styles carried out by the leadership. This behavior articulates the importance of leaders' conveying high expectations to subordinates, inspiring, motivating them by giving meaning and challenges, presenting an optimistic outlook for the future, and creating priorities and goals to employees so they can develop a shared vision in the organization [9], [37]. These aspects surely require good communication skills because these leaders should deliver the message correctly and clearly. Thus, the important behavior of a transformational leader includes providing motivation, inspiring enthusiasm, giving hope, building optimism, confidence, enthusiasm, and the ability to show positive. In short, transformational leadership in the dimension of inspirational motivation means providing motivation, arousing enthusiasm, and giving hope.

Third, intellectual stimulation - this is done by teaching critical thinking and problem-solving in an effort to make the organization better. Intellectual stimulation refers to increasing one's ability to think in their own way about how to carry out tasks. Thus, intellectual stimulation is described as an individual's ability to be rational with their ability to think intelligently when assessing the environment, which makes him capable of generating new ideas [38]. The practice of intellectual stimulation by leaders is intended to encourage followers to think more innovatively and creatively. With this transformation, leaders provide challenges and encourage creativity [14], [33]. Intellectual stimulation also emphasizes increasing knowledge by stimulating and encouraging creativity, providing challenges, and providing information to members to be able to carry out their tasks more effectively [45].

Furthermore, transformational leaders actively seek new ideas by using new ways of doing things. Leaders demonstrate intellectual stimulation by providing motivation and providing alternative solutions so that organizational members can think of these alternatives [9]. Transformational leaders actually develop members to find innovative and creative ways to solve classic problems. Intellectual stimulation emphasizes the knowledge or intelligence of members with the aim of producing innovation in work [34]. Intellectual stimulation enhances the ability to think in unique ways and provides new ideas about problem-solving and increases skills or abilities [46]. Thus, it can be concluded that intellectually stimulated transformational leadership is based on providing challenges, arousing creativity, and increasing intelligence.

Fourth, individual considerations - transformational leaders can become trainers for their members by providing encouragement for personal progress. Good leaders are the ones who give challenging tasks, arouse thoughts, and create an atmosphere of trust. The way leaders take this approach is by providing guidance and training to their members; this is intended to add experience for members in completing work [46]. This means that leaders pay attention to individual-level needs. The members will feel delighted, enthusiastic when the components carried out by the leadership in improving individual abilities. This means signifying that members are highly considered by their leaders. In addition, the leader acts as a coach who can instruct at any time to achieve organizational goals. But what needs to be considered is the directed and communicative communication patterns with its members.

Transformational leaders must have sensitivity as individuals and respect differences between individuals. This consideration is based on the basic needs of individuals who are needed. This is like the attention of the leadership regarding the fulfillment and improvement of the needs of each individual [33], acting as a mentor [14], recognizing individual needs, and delegating tasks [9]. In other words, individual consideration includes attention, encouragement, support, coaching, guidance, and teaching leaders to members [34], [46]. Thus, it can be concluded that transformational leadership with dimensions of individual consideration is based on the attention of the
4. Methodology

4.1. Research Approach

This research is a quantitative research approach applying the survey method with a causality whose focus is to assess the creativity of vocational school teachers. This research approach describes that survey research involves collecting data to test hypotheses or to answer questions about the opinions of others about a theme or problem. This survey is an instrument that functions to collect data by describing one or more characteristics of a particular population [47], [48].

4.2. Validity & Reliability

Table 1. Result of Validity Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Valid Item</th>
<th>Invalid Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creativity</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformational Leadership</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Result of Reliability Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Valid Item</th>
<th>Alpha Value</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creativity</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td>Reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformational Leadership</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td>Reliable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Research Instrument

Creativity is the way of thinking to create and to develop a new idea by school teachers on their works in the learning process, with following indicators; (1) originality of ideas, (2) independence of thinking, (3) smoothness of thinking, and (4) personal flexibility.

Transformational leadership is the school principals’ action to inspire the school community in order to develop and to manage the school and human resource to achieve the school goals, with following indicators; (1) idealized influence, (2) inspirational motivation, (3) intellectual stimulation, and (4) individual considerations.

The instrument used to obtain transformational leadership, and creativity data includes close-ended questionnaires with Likert scale responses. The responses cover five categories consisting of 1 for never, 2 for rarely, 3 for sometimes, 4 for frequently, and 5 for always.

4.4. Participants

This research was conducted in vocational high schools in Karawang Regency, West Java, Indonesia. The analysis unit in this research was the vocational high school teachers. The population was all the vocational high school teachers with a total of 483 teachers out of 50 schools, ignoring the sex and educational background. The samples were selected by using simple random sampling method by choosing the members of the population randomly. The population was homogenous that all the teachers as participants taken from public vocational schools with a large number. From the existing population, the number of samples was calculated with the Slovin formula. Therefore, the sample used in this research was 219 teachers.

4.5. Data Collection

To collect data in this research, a questionnaire was used for the two variables: transformational leadership (X1) and Creativity (Y). All the questionnaires were filled in by teachers from Vocational High Schools. All the research instruments had been tested and analyzed by the validity test, and all the instruments had high reliability. Thus, all the instruments could be used in the research to collect data.

4.6. Data Analysis

The purpose of this research is to know the impact and influence of one variable on other variables, namely, the transformational leadership of the school principals towards school teachers' creativity. In this research was analyzed through path analysis techniques.

5. Results and Discussion

Normality Error Data Test for Estimated Creativity on Transformational Leadership (Y over X1), based on the (Lilliefors Test), \( L_{count} = 53.053 \) and \( L_{table} = 0.060 \) were obtained. This means that the error of estimated creativity on Transformational Leadership is normally distributed. The calculation of the significance and linearity of the regression looks \( F_{count} = 66.282 \) the value is greater than the \( F_{table} = 3.885 \) if taken the real level \( \alpha = 0.05 \). Thus it can be concluded that the regression equation of creativity on transformational leadership is very significant. From the regression linearity test, it is obtained \( F_{table} = 0.900 \), and the value is smaller than the \( F_{count} = 1.377 \), while the real level is \( \alpha = 0.05 \). Therefore, the regression equation of creativity in transformational leadership shows a significant value.

After calculating the results with SPSS 20 and doing the statistical analysis, the researcher found a direct effect of
transformational leadership on creativity. The results of this calculation are obtained from the path analysis and show a $t_{\text{count}}$ of 8.141 with a significance value of 0.000. This is a strong reason to accept $H_1$ because $t_{\text{count}}$ is greater than $t_{\text{table}}$ (8.141 $>$ 1.652). In other words, it can be concluded that transformational leadership has a direct and significant influence on creativity. For Standardized Coefficients Beta values of 0.484 or 48.40%, this means that creativity is influenced by transformational leadership by 48.40%, and the remaining 51.60 is influenced by other variables not examined in this study.

The results of these calculations are consistent with previous research, which states that transformational leadership has an essential effect on individuals and organizations. At the individual level, transformational leadership is positively related to member creativity [11]. The same notion was expressed in the results of the study, suggesting that transformational leadership can motivate and develop the creativity of members in that they can contribute to improving the organization through their suggestions, ideas, and new solutions [12].

As mentioned earlier, in transformational leadership, there are four dimensions that can influence creativity. The four dimensions cover (1) idealized influence, (2) motivation for inspiration, (3) intellectual stimulation, and (4) individualized consideration. Each of these dimensions has a value where the idealized influence dimension has a value of 26.01%, the inspiration motivation dimension contributes 25.03%, the individualized consideration dimension has 24.73%, and the intellectual stimulation dimension provides 24.22%. Of the four dimensions, the idealized influence dimension has the highest value of all. Furthermore, based on the scores of the indicators, the highest indicator is on instilling positive values from the idealized influence dimension of 3.90, while the mean score of the three indicators of the ideal influence is 3.85.

As seen from the scores of the transformational leadership instrument items, out of 35 statement items, statement No. 23 on the indicator of instilling positive values with the dimension of idealized influence has the highest score, which is 4.14 for the statement "the principal is enthusiastic in doing work". The statement gives the meaning that the principal gives and instills positive values such as enthusiasm at work, motivates them to do their best, and will be able to have a positive effect on teachers because these attitudes will be seen and followed by them. Based on the results of the above calculations, it can be concluded to increase teacher creativity; the principal should implement transformational leadership with the dimension of the idealized influence.

The results of the researchers' calculations agree with those of the previous study showing that there is a positive relationship between inspirational motivation, idealized influence, and individual creativity [49]. The same idea is also supported by another study, which states that the idealized influence, inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, individual considerations have an impact on the creativity of members, but intellectual stimulation has the highest impact of all dimensions [14]. The idealized influence on transformational leadership suggests that school principals should develop positive values, such as building insight and knowledge, instilling high commitment, behaving, friendly, being polite, prioritizing public interests rather than personal interests, working more than talking, and considering teachers as supportive coworkers, not subordinates.

Besides, the principals should provide examples to teachers regarding the development of creativity to follow. Furthermore, they are expected to have good self-confidence and have no doubt about what they do or decide. If they do not have such qualities, these values shall not be followed by teachers. A good leader is the one who always provides direction, guidance, and role models to his/her members, and the values are referred to improve teachers as the members of the school organization. This is similar to the results of a study arguing that transformational leadership has a significant effect on creativity if accompanied by a learning orientation [50]. According to Jyoti & Dev, the application of transformational leadership will encourage its members to be able to think differently, generatively, and exploratively to produce more solutive and creative ideas. However, they also suggest that to create these thoughts, leaders applying transformational leadership should provide a learning orientation, meaning that a leader should give the opportunity for their subordinates to learn to do something that can produce contributions to the organization.

Good leaders are those who do not limit their members to develop their competence. Besides, leaders who emphasize this learning orientation can make members of the organization committed to continuous learning, keep thinking open, share knowledge to people in the organization, and unite shared understanding of the vision to achieve organizational goals. This is different from the results of research that states transformational leadership is positively related to creativity, but it should be added by the psychological empowerment by leaders to foster the creativity of their members [18]. Suifan & Al-Janini explain that psychological empowerment is an effort to increase one’s intellectual motivation. A person's motivation will increase, along with being empowered in his organization. Members of the organization will feel happy if involved in various activities or policies in the organization. This is because they feel valued, respected, and are considered to give more contributions by the organization, rather than merely carrying out regular tasks. Empowerment will make members feel lively and will be motivated to carry out their work and will eventually lead to creativity, and this is consistent with the study stating that there is a significant influence of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation on creativity [51].

This research is rather different from the results of
previous studies, that intrinsic motivation becomes a very significant mediator between transformational leadership and employee creativity [11], [52], [53]. Transformational leadership fosters employee creativity by developing a creative work environment [16], [52], [54]. Additionally, intrinsic motivation, task complexity, self-efficacy, and support for innovation mediate the relationship between transformational leadership and the involvement of the creative process of employees [13], [15]. Principal's transformational leadership is significant to teacher creativity by involving intellectual stimulation and involvement in the decision making dimension [17].

Furthermore, based on comparison from the result of this study and the previous researches of transformational leadership of school leaders impacts to the teachers' creativity also generally happened to other countries, but there are differences which influence factors of transformational leadership characteristics that impact to the teachers’ creativity. Reviewing related research studies and synthesizing them with what has been found under the study, the researchers found that there are differences between the research findings and the results of previous studies. This research found that to increase teacher creativity through transformational leadership places more emphasis on the idealized influence by leaders' instilling positive values, setting good examples, and performing self-confidence, whereas previous research studies suggest enhancing creativity through transformational leadership through the aspects of the work environment [55], intrinsic motivation [56], [57], task complexity [12], [58], self-efficacy [59], intellectual stimulation [60], decision making [12], and psychological empowerment [56].

6. Conclusions & Limitations

Based on the results of the analysis and discussion, this study arrives at some conclusions. First, there is a direct and positive influence of transformational leadership on teacher creativity. The influence of transformational leadership on creativity can be seen from the four dimensions, namely the idealized influence, inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, and individualized consideration. Based on the findings of this study, all four dimensions influence creativity; however, the most significant or highest influence on creativity has been contributed by the ideal influence. Thus, to increase teacher creativity, school principals can implement transformational leadership by prioritizing the idealized influence dimension first, then followed by the dimensions of inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, and individualized consideration.

As transformational leadership has a direct and positive effect on teacher creativity, school principals can implement transformational leadership to increase teacher creativity with the four-dimensional approach, namely the idealized influence, the inspiration motivation, intellectual stimulation, and individualized consideration. Transformational leadership conducted by principals is expected to focus on changing teacher behavior to be more creative, stimulating, responsible, and confident in achieving the goals set. Transformational leadership, that one that provides the opportunity for its members to always make changes, is determined to work best for the organization to achieve beyond the expected results. Thus, if transformational leadership is applied correctly, it can support the organization in meeting the expectations and respond to the needs of the teacher’s creativity, so that the predetermined goals are achieved.

7. Recommendations

Vocational School teachers are expected to have the view that creativity in teaching is really crucial to have and develop. By having creativity in teaching, the educational goals set by the school can be achieved properly. Thus, what must be done to develop creativity is that teachers should be open-minded, accepting criticism, abandoning old and ineffective methods, updating any information on teaching, exchanging ideas with peers, solving educational problems, and participating in various training programs or workshops to improve their competencies.

Whilst for vocational school principals, the recommendations include the following items. (1) Creating a kind of Teacher Creativity Improvement (TCI) program based on the school work program created for one year such teacher in-house training, teaching method and motivation workshop, ICT program for teacher training, problem solving workshop for teacher, and etc.; (2) Communicating with other school principals at the Principal Work Meeting (PWM) for sharing information about efforts in improving teacher creativity in addition to creating discussion forums (FGD) for creative teachers periodically by inviting educational experts; and (3) Creating a pleasant school environment, by providing facilities or infrastructure that can improve teachers' enthusiasm in carrying out the teaching process and creating a comfortable atmosphere for teachers in the school environment.
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